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Abstract. Injection attacks (e.g. XSS or SQL) are ranked at the first
place in world-wide lists (e.g. MITRE and OWASP). These types of at-
tacks can be easily obfuscated. Therefore it is difficult or even impossible
to provide a reliable signature for firewalls that will detect such attacks.
In this paper, we have proposed an innovative method for modelling the
normal behaviour of web applications. The model is based on informa-
tion obtained from HTTP requests generated by a client to a web server.
We have evaluated our method on CSIC 2010 HTTP Dataset achieving
satisfactory results.

Keywords: web attacks detection, web applications firewall, machine
learning, data mining.

1 Introduction

Currently, providing effective cyber-security solutions for web applications is
very challenging. This happens due to the fact that the commonly used IDS
(Intrusion Detection System) and IPS (Intrusion Prevention System) systems
have problems in recognising new attacks (0-day exploits), since these systems
are based on the signature-based approach. In such a mode, when the system
does not have an attack signature in its database, such attack is not detected.
Therefore, there is a need to develop more sophisticated methods that are both
capable of adapting domain expert knowledge [1][2] as well as emerging cyber
security solutions (e.g. event correlation [3] and data mining).

The list of top 10 most critical risks related to web applications security,
provided by OWASP (Open Web Application Security Project [4]) indicates
”Injection” vulnerabilities as the major vulnerability. The Injection flaws, such as
SQL, OS, and LDAP injection occur when improperly validated data containing
malicious code is sent to an interpreter as part of a command or query.

According to the OWASP ranking, the second on the list are attacks related to
Broken Authentication and Session Management. Incorrectly implemented au-
thentication usually allows attackers to compromise passwords, keys, or session
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Fig. 1. The 2013 vs. 2012 and 2011 Web Application Vulnerabilities Trends(source [5])

tokens, or to exploit other implementation flaws to assume other users identities.
According to Application Vulnerability Trends Report [5] the session manage-
ment and authorization vulnerabilities are one of the most frequently identified
problems during the last three years (2010-2013).

The XSS (Cross Site Scripting) take the third place on the OWASP list. The
XSS flaws occur whenever an application takes untrusted data and sends it to
a web browser without a proper validation or escaping. XSS allows attackers to
execute scripts in the victim’s browser which can hijack user sessions, deface web
sites, or redirect the user to malicious sites.

Therefore, in order to counter those top ranked problems,in this paper we
have proposed an innovative method for modelling the normal behaviour of web
application. The model is based on information obtained from HTTP requests
generated by client to a web server.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, we give an overview
of methods for we application attacks detection. Next, the detailed method de-
scription is presented. The experiments set-ups as well as the results are pre-
sented in following section. Conclusions are given thereafter.

2 Overview of Methods for Web Application Attacks
Detection

There are several tools and methods for detecting the cyber attacks targeting
web applications.

Some of the frequently used tools use static code analysis approaches in or-
der to find the vulnerabilities that may be exploited by any cyber attack. Some
examples of such tools include PhpMiner II [6], STRANGER [7], AMNESIA
[8]. However, as it is stated in [9], the difficulty relates to the fact that many
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kinds of security vulnerabilities are hard to find automatically (e.g. access control
issues, authentication problems). Therefore, currently such tools are only able
to automatically find a relatively small fraction of application security flaws.

One of the most commonly used and popular class of tools for web application
cyber attacks detection adapts signature-based approach to describe (and detect)
cyber attacks. Some examples include PHP-IDS [10], SCALP [11], Snort [12].
The biggest advantage of such tools is their ability to process huge amounts of
data. This is due to the fact that there are efficient algorithms that are able to
check a given piece of text against a pattern (usually expressed as PCRE [13]
regular expressions) in a short time. However, the common drawback is that
an expert knowledge is required to build such patters describing cyber attack.
Moreover, such attacks like SQL injection are easy to obfuscate (e.g. using URL
encoding). This makes the problem of providing a reliable pattern of an attack
very difficult.

3 Proposed Method Overview

The proposed method overview is shown in Fig.2. It adapts a machine-learning
paradigm, therefore two distinct phases are presented on the diagram. During
the learning phase, the labelled data is required in order to establish the model
parameters of normal application behaviour. As mentioned before, only HTTP
request headers are used for model training and these need to be labelled as
either normal or anomalous.

As it is shown in Fig.2 A, the HTTP requests need to be parsed in order to ex-
tract significant parts. In this approach, first the URL (e.g. https://host/users)
is extracted and concatenated with the HTTP method name (e.g. GET, POST,
PUT, etc.). Those two parameters are used to create a key (address) to entry
in hashmap. During the learning phase, the hashmap is populated only with
a normal (legitimate) HTTP request. This allows us to build a whitelist of re-
sources that are usually requested by users via HTTP protocol. Whenever the
HTTP request has parameters (e.g. parameter1=value1&parameter2=value2),
it is encoded using the method described in section 3.1. However, the method
produces vectors that are of different length. Therefore, to make it possible to
learn a classifier, we transform this vector to histograms of constant length. The
final feature vector is extended with information whenever a given request is on
the whitelist or not.

During the testing phase (or when the algorithm operates in a production
environment), the key is established using the same procedure as before (URL
is concatenated with the HTTP method). If the HTTP request contains the
parameters, it is encoded in order to produce the feature vector that is extended
with information whenever a given request is on the whitelist or not. Such feature
vector is recognized as normal or anomalous with the classifier learnt before.
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Fig. 2. The proposed algorithm (A indicates learning phase, while B indicates test-
ing/classification phase)

3.1 Encoding HTTP Parameters

In order to encode the HTTP parameters as a feature vector, we use dictionary
D that maps parts of text to a set of natural numbers (see equation (1)).

D : word → {i : i ∈ N} (1)

The dictionary is established on a learning set using the algorithm (1) that
adapts a modification of LZW compression method (Lempel-Ziv-Welch [14]). In
contrast to the original LZW method we first establish the dictionary D during
the learning phase and then encode the text (we do not extend the dictionary
further when the method operates in the production environment).

The algorithm scans through the input request parameters S for successively
longer substrings until it finds one that is not in the dictionary. If a given sub-
string in not in the dictionary, then it is added and the whole procedure is
repeated until the whole learning data set is processed.
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Data: Set of HTTP request parameters S
Result: Dictionary D
s = empty string
while there is still data to be read in S do

ch ← read a character;
if (s+ ch) ∈ D then

s ← s+ch;
else

D ← D ∪ (s+ ch);
s ← ch;

end

end
Algorithm 1. Algorithm for establishing dictionary D

Once the dictionary D is established, the HTTP request parameters are en-
coded. The algorithm scans again through the input request parameters S for
successively longer substrings until it finds one that is not in the dictionary. The
longest substring is encoded with the natural number that indicates its position
in the dictionary D. The procedure is described by algorithm (2).

Data: Set of HTTP request parameters S, dictionary D
Result: Vector V of natural numbers
s = empty string
while there is still data to be read in S do

ch ← read a character;
V ← 0 ;
if (s+ ch) ∈ D then

s ← s+ch;
else

V ← V ∪D(s);
s ← ch;

end

end
Algorithm 2. Algorithm for encoding text with dictionary D

4 Experimental Set-Up

For the experiment the CSIC’10 dataset [15] was used. It contains several thou-
sands of HTTP protocol requests which are organised in a form similar to Apache
Access Log. The dataset was developed at the Information Security Institute of
CSIC (Spanish Research National Council) and it contains the generated traf-
fic targeted to an e-Commerce web application. For convenience the data was
split into anomalous, training, and normal sets. There are over 36000 normal
and 25000 anomalous requests. The anomalous requests refer to a wide range
of application layer attacks, such as: SQL injection, buffer overflow, information
gathering, files disclosure, CRLF injection, XSS, and parameter tampering.
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Moreover, the requests targeting hidden (or unavailable) resources are also
considered as anomalies. Some examples from this group of anomalies include
client requests for: configuration files, default files or session ID in URL (symp-
toms of HTTP session take over attempt). What is more, the requests not having
the appropriate format (e.g. telephone number composed of letters) are also con-
sidered anomalous. As the authors of the dataset explained, such requests may
not have a malicious intention, but they do not follow the normal behaviour of
the web application.

According to the authors knowledge, there is no other publicly available
dataset for the web attack detection problem. The datasets like DARPA or
KDD’99 are outdated and do not cover many of the current attacks.

5 Results

For evaluation purposes we have adapted the 10-fold cross-validation technique.
For that approach, the data obtained for learning and evaluation purposes is

divided randomly into 10 parts (sets). For each part it is intended to preserve
the proportions of labels (number of anomalies and normal feature vectors) in
the full dataset. One part (10% of full dataset) is used for evaluation while the
remaining 90% is used for training (e.g. establishing model parameters).

When the classifier is learnt the evaluation data set is used to calculate the
error rates. The whole procedure is repeated 10 times, so each time different
part is used for evaluation and different part of data set is used for training.

The result for all 10 runs (10-folds) are averaged to yield an overall error
estimate.

In these experiments we have evaluated such classifiers as: J48, PART, Ad-
aBoost, and NaiveBayes.

Table 1. Effectiveness for CSIC 2010 HTTP Dataset

Detection Rate (True Positives) False Positive Rate

Nguyen et al. [16] 93.65% 6.9%

NaiveBayes 88.89% 6.26%
AdaBoost 83.23% 15.45%
PART 93.35% 2.79%
J48 95.97% 3.54%

In Tab.1, a comparison of different classifiers is presented. Moreover, we re-
ported the effectiveness of our method using as a baseline the approach proposed
by Nguyen et al. in [16] (the authors of CSIC 2010 HTTP Dataset).

The ROC curve for different classifiers has been presented in Fig.3. It was
generated with the WEKA tool [17], which varies the threshold on the class
probability estimates. The best results have been observed for J48 tree classifier.
It was possible to achieve a better detection rate while having lower false positive
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Fig. 3. ROC curve for different classifiers

rate in comparison to the method proposed by Nguyen et al. in [16]. Additional,
we have used t-test to evaluate the statistical significance of the obtained results.
Test showed that the results are statistically significant at 0.95 level.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed an innovative method for detecting current cyber
attacks targeting web applications.

We have particularly focused on solutions that are using HTTP protocol to
communicate clients with the servers. We have shown that recent cyber incidents
reports prove that there is an increasing number of attacks targeting these web-
based applications.

The analysis show that the attacks exploiting injection vulnerabilities are still
one of the most dangerous and frequently reported by institutions gathering
statistics about the network incidents.

The proposed algorithm for detecting the cyber attacks targeting the web
applications relies on fact that it is more effective to model normal behaviour of
an application (observing the HTTP traffic) than to produce the reliable attack
signature.

We have evaluated the proposed method using CSIC 2010 HTTP Dataset.
The experiments have shown that the proposed method achieves satisfactory
results. Moreover, we have compared our method with method proposed by
CSIC Dataset authors. We report that our method that it is able to achieve the
higher detection rate while having lower false positive rate.
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